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Abstract--- No matter how powerful a single system is efficient 

at processing, there are still reasons to Control the power of 

multiple computational units. The Distributed computational 

system performs scheduling tasks achievedby the processors to 

minimize the execution time in any application.Despite the 

problem in determining NP-Complete the execution time in 

Scheduling isminimized.This paper identifies, a specific different 

algorithm Sorted Nodes in Leveled DAG Division (SNLDD)based 

on Task-Scheduling. The fundamental principle of this algorithm 

is to partition the data as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) two 

stages and categorize each task of every stage in decreasing order 

depending upon the estimated size. Outcomes of the proposed 

algorithm are processed using correlative analysis and productive 

outcome with respect to HEFT with CPOP is implemented 

among existing algorithms. With respect to the comparative 

analysis of the outcomes, the performance of the suggested 

algorithm with SPOPimplementsimprovedexecution in the aspect 

of speedup, effectiveness, complexity, and excellence. Further, a 

new algorithmic strategy SPOP and CPOP has been developed 

and executed in the proposed SNLDD in HEFT. 

Keywords--- Task Scheduling, Sorted Nodes in Leveled DAG 

Division, Superior Performance Optimization Procedure, 

Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time, Critical Path on Processor. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Multiprocessor system in the Distributed Computing 

system is a system with more processors residingapart. 

Every Individualprocessor has its private, 

confidentialmemory, allowingsecurity. DataTransmission is 

transferred through message passing between the processors. 

The processing elements interact with each and every 

processor in order to accomplish the common outcome. 

Distributed Computing systems support the following 

aspects: 

 Providing efficiency in communication delay, 

balancing of load, distributed algorithms for huge 

messages. 

 Providing flexibility in terms of modularity, 

scalability, portability, and interoperability. 

 Computational Consistency that gives correct 

outputs irrespective of time at which the 

computation is finished for the identical input 

conditions. 

 Ensuring robustness in certain circumstances of 

security violations and also in flexibility failures. 
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Figure 1: Distributed Computing Systems 

 
Figure 2:  Sharing of results with  different Processors 

Task Scheduling 

Task scheduling deals with the process of organizing 

tasks among processors and minimizesitslengthin 

scheduling, i.e, the time is taken to executeinevery task 

corresponds to the starting time ofthe initial task. Queries 

generated on the outcome is the selection of tasks to 

processors. Real-time task scheduling originallydeals 

withregulatingof order in which the different tasks are to be 

reserved up for implementation by the operating system. 

Every operating system depends on more than one task, 

schedules to prepare the schedule of application of different 

tasks it process to execute. Each task scheduler is identified 

by the scheduling algorithm it operated. A massive number 

of designed algorithms for scheduling, real-time tasks have 

been refined. Real-time scheduling  
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Figure 3:  Scheduling algorithms classification  

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Distributed computing systems are the number of an 

individual collectivity of processors interconnected through 

a tremendous system of connections that maintains the 

implementation of parallel operations [1].The effectiveness 

of implementing various parallel operations on the systems 

desperately relies on the adopted approach to perform the 

tasks of the various parallel operations on existing 

processors [2]. Every System in DCs, the execution of 

parallel computations in inter-processor communicationsis 

liable [3]. This burden exists whenever tasks are positioned 

to various processors inthetransfer of data. Accordingly, in 

Heterogeneous distributed Systems generating high capacity 

task performances in parallel implementation are more 

critical [4]. Such Conditions, an extensional Arrangement 

among achieved speedup by automatic parallelization, the 

communicational inter mechanisms over systems, HeDCSs 

having scheduling algorithms by considering the different 

processors executing at different times of the same task. 

Some unreliable Scheduling arrangement in HeDCSs may 

restrict the effectiveness of the system when they perform in 

the very slowprocessors[5]. Mostly, Distributed Computing 

Systems in Scheduling algorithms have Static scheduling 

and Dynamic scheduling as two different existing task 

scheduling.  

The primary Static scheduling algorithms, perform 

operations on the entire existing datafor scheduling, for 

theframework of parallel operations, processing 

operationswith respect to execution time,  the cost among 

the tasks of communication is acknowledged prior [5]. To 

evaluate specific information various approaches are used[4, 

6]. In the parallel implementations, Static task scheduling 

concurrently has an activity of running processesat compile 

time [2,3,7].  

Lately, a modernized algorithm known astheLongest 

Dynamic Critical Path was initiated [6]. Based on the 

algorithm, animprovedattributehasidentified the priorities 

accurately in HeDCSs of each task. The outcome of the 

LDCP  is measured for comparison of two algorithms 

HEFT[11] and the DLS [5] algorithms related to 

performance. 

This paper provides, amodernbeneficialalgorithm known 

as Sorted Nodes in Leveled DAG Division (SNLDD) to 

support HeDC systems withadefinedtotal estimated number 

of processors for static implementation of task scheduling. 

Thegoal or achievementofusingthis algorithm is to obtain 

the large capacityscheduling of taskswithnecessary to 

produceatremendous performance in the Heterogeneous 

Distributing Computing Systems.  

SLNDD is calculated with a parallel correlative study 

among SLNDD and the HEFT algorithm for execution. 

Based on these results,  the SNLDD algorithmic approach 

excels the HEFT algorithm in conditions of schedule 

distance, time, performance, and characteristics of system 

behavior. 

The SNLDD design approach has been changed by 

recommending a new processknown as Superior 

Performance Optimization Procedure (SPOP) for the 

reduction of the sleek time by applying the idle time 

concurrently referring tasks to the processors by producing 

high-quality scheduling of tasks, and to reduces cheduling 

length. In addition, both updated algorithms arecorrelated 

and alteredSNLDD algorithm confirms inexcelling 

performance thantransformed CPOP. 

Problem Definition  

Parallel operations are expressed by DAG for HeDCSs, in 

static task scheduling.  

Direct Acyclic Graph is determinedby considering tuple 

(T,E), T defines thecollection of 'n' tasks and E defines 

thecollection of 'e' edges. Every task, ticorrespondstoT in a 

parallel function, and every edge(ti, tj) corresponds to an 

order from the beginning of the constraint and a transfer 

ofinformationamongtasksti and tj. With the condition edge 

E(ti, tj), the implementation of tj T is implemented after ti T 

completes its implementation. The task that is started first 

tiasanedge (ti, tj) is represented as theparentto the sink task 

ti, at the same time tj is represented asachild of the ti. Any 

individual task performing operations with no parents 

arenamedentry task, and any individual task performing 

operations with no children are named exit task. Most 

quantities of data that is transmitted from one task to another 

task (i.e., ti to tj) are related to every edge (ti, tj) [5, 11].  

Heterogeneous Distributed Computing Systems is 

determined by a group of m processors with P that 

hasdistinctresult performances.  Computation cost matrix 

(W) (i.e., n*m) keeps the implementation costs of all the 'n' 

tasks in m processors.Every component wi,j W produces the 

time of task processor with predicted performance.  
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Now, every individual processor for the performance is 

simulated altogether linked.Information exchange among 

processors can take place through individual links; by this 

simultaneous execution of evaluation tasks and interactions 

among processors are approved [3, 12, 13].Computational 

costs of the tasks are acknowledged without changing. 

Especially, when task (ti) computation costs atthe respective 

processor (pj) and processor (pk). The communication cost 

between any two processors (pk) and (pi) rely on the network 

initialization at processors pk and pjfurther to the transfer 

time on the network. Processors (pk) and (pi) communication 

cost rely on processors (pk) and (pj) at network initialization 

and the time needed to communicate. Sender initially starts 

at somepointin time and time at the receiver side is ignored 

when compared to the residing network time [14].The data 

transfer rate inside the network among the two processors 

predicted as constant and permanent[3, 5]. Thus,edges in 

transmission correspond to the data transferred from (ti) to 

(tj), separated by the network at a transfer rate and the 

network is united without failure of generality while 

achieving data transfer rate mostly in the inter-processor 

network [14, 15].Accordingly, every single edge is 

equivalent to di,j with respect to tasks on various processors 

at communication cost mostly scheduled. Considering, the 

connections identical processors among any two tasks are 

hired at zero.TheProcessor implements its individual tasks 

exclusively parents from the entire data applicable to exact 

processors; in such a case the task is ready to run and 

marked as running. The total run time of the parallel 

operations is allocated to achieve minimum runtime 

[3,9,11]. 

III. IMPLEMENTED METHODOLOGY 

The Sorted Nodes in Leveled DAG Division Algorithm 

(SNLDD) 

One of the advanced task scheduling approaches known 

as SNLDD has been introduced and is related to partitioning 

graphs into different levels altogether concentrating on the 

need of priorities among tasks in the DAG. These tasks at 

every level are categorized into a list positioned based on 

computation size. These tasks are allocated to the first 

initiated processors arranged in precedence to the list. The 

computational size of every individual task is evaluated as 

follows: 

                 
 {         ∑        

 
      

         ∑        
 
    }       (1) 

WhereSj(ni) describes the computation size pointing to a 

specific task (ni) in the j
th

 level 

i.e,1 ≤ j ≤ R, here R defines the number of levels in the 

graph and  

1≤ i ≤ T, T defines the number of tasks in the schedule. 

 The primary part of the mentioned equation 

evaluatestheperformancetasktimeniconsidering at processor 

p from j
th

 level with the high speedof the system. 

The second part of the above-mentioned equation 

describes the sum of transmission among the task ni in j
th

 

level. Parent nodes in that j-1
th

level, and Childs nodes in 

j+1
th

 level of communications. 

Considering LDCP algorithm, tasks estimating the longest 

path based on the DAG. Every task performs lots of 

arithmetic evaluations because of repeated computations 

causing overheads in communications [6]. For this reason, 

the introduced SNLDD algorithm considers DAG algorithm 

as a base and use the graph by sub diving the levels of DAG 

and allocating each level task to processors. Thus, overheads 

are evaluated in the computations. In SNLDD algorithm, 

tasks in each level are partitioned by obtaining the sizes of 

the computation and sorted checking the priority, which is 

easy to classify. 

That simplifies SNLDD is more efficient when compared 

to the LDCP algorithm as a result, the time for selecting 

each task which was returned is allowed will be evaluated in 

every step.  

Most often, afterpartitioning DAG graphs into 

subdivisions, tasks are allotted to each level,introduced 

SNLDD algorithm grows with higherefficiencycompared to 

the LDCP algorithm. Following are some demonstrations 

for the algorithm: 

 Itaims to restoretheentiredirections, operating time, 

tasks and communications ateveryappointing step 

that is not requiredtointroduce SNLDD algorithm, 

overheads atexecution time areremovedinSNLDD 

algorithm. 

 Processors based on their computational size 

comforting not only adequate scheduling of tasks 

further accepts to develop the entire system of 

allocation of tasks basing on many characteristics 

like its cost for communications, reliance, and 

execution time at authorized tasks. 

 Partitioning every level tasks are based on 

computing size by managing scheduled tasks with 

substantial computation sizeandthen tries to reduce 

the need among tasks. 

 Processors performing sleek time arereduced as long 

asDAG subdivision of levels and allocating to the 

processors. 

 The introduced algorithm is designedto 

havemoreeffective when compared to other 

algorithms likeLDCP, HEFT, and LCD. 

 Several different designs of extremely high 

currently used algorithms like sorting list [6], tree 

algorithms[9], and clustering algorithms[2] are 

confirmed. Therefore, it is confirmed that SNLDD 

algorithm is a set of selected algorithms. 

 To overcome the repeated computations on each step of 

LDCP, SNLDD  algorithm, the computation size of every 

task is executed only once in DAG, and restoring them by 

estimating on every step.  

This takes time in the evaluation of SNLDD algorithms 

for better calculations.  

Θ(m×n^2) is the time complexity,where m describes a 

number of processors used inthescheduling algorithm, and n 

describes the number of tasks considered in the scheduling 

algorithm. 

The following figures 4 and 5 are the sample assumed 

DAG with computational costs. 
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Figure 4: Example of Direct Acyclic Graph 

 
Figure 5: DAG with computation matrix 

Implementing the Superior Performance Optimization 

Procedure (SPOP) 

SPOP is known for a modernized optimization procedure 

with high-performance, extending itself to specify 

algorithms. It concentrates on the reliability of the tasks 

assigned to the processors by reducing its time  considering 

scheduling policy[6] 

 The scheduling policy assigned to the tasks by the 

processors at insertion basedassumes every feasible 

idle time on the processor isachieveddata time slot 

that is similarandhigher length to the computation/ 

implementationtime.Precedence constraints among 

tasks are very required in performing.  

 The idle time is computed by exploring the ready 

state time by defining the length and inserted back 

to the final task that is scheduled on the processors. 

HEFT (Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time) 

HEFT is one of the straightforward and bestapproaches in 

the static task scheduling both environments 

likeheterogeneousand homogeneous even when few 

processors are considered. HEFT deals with crossing rather 

evaluating two phases: one is Prioritization phase and 

another is processor selection stage. 

In the first stage of Prioritization: HEFT estimates the 

importance of the tasks by using the upward ranking(ranku). 

An application operation is moving over in upward path and 

achieves entire list nodes with its rank with the service 

provided by the mean communication and performance cost. 

An obtained list is organized in systematized descending 

order of the ranku. Every task with upward rank is defined 

as: 

Rank(ni)=Wi + maxnjϵsucc(ni)(Cij + ranku(nj)) 

Wi describes the mean computation cost, succ(ni) is 

described as the immediate child of node ni, ci,j is described 

as the mean communication cost of node (i,j). If any two 

nodes havewhentwo nodes obtainthesimilar rank value,it 

will prefer indiscriminately. Theattainedgraph is moved 

from the end node to start node. The maximum rank value is 

similartothe end node: 

ranku (nexit)= Wexit 

Critical Path On Processor (CPOP) 

CPOP manipulatesintwo methods, namelyupward ranking 

and downward ranking. CPOP calculatestherankby the value 

of every node by combiningpaired the ranking 

approachesrank + rankedandassign themto a queue. CPOP  

also has two levels of calculation:task prioritization level 

and task allocation level. 

The first phase of task prioritization, every task is 

prioritized based on the rank value (ranku + rankd) by use of 

transmission and computational costs that id obtained from 

DAG, Later, they are placed in a queue( in low order). 

CPOP performs Critical path to obtain the longest path from 

the start node to last node. 

The second phase of task allocation,allthetasks are 

pickedconcentratingon maximum rank and chosen the 

minimum execution time of the task giving appropriate 

processor.  

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

Result analysis is based on theattributes, namely: 

schedule length of the tasks, speedup of the processors and 

efficiency of the entire algorithm. 

Comparison metrics of the algorithms SNLDD after 

modification through the performance of Superior 

performance optimization Procedure and with the 

Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time with respect to Critical 

Path On Processor.  

Schedule lengthfinds overall execution time of a 

considered Direct Acyclic Graph (DAG), which is also 

known as makespan. Speedup defines the ratio of processed 

schedule length with the total number of processors. 

Efficiency gives theestimated by dividing speed with the 

total processors each time when they run. 

Figures 7 and 6 are the schedule length with 10 tasks and 

the speedup with processors. 

Figure 6 describes the speed of the processors in the 

distributed computing systems when 20, 40, 60, 80, 100 are 

considered. It shows that when the number of processors is 

where the speed is high. The figure thus concludes that the 

algorithm SNLDD with optimized procedure has given 

maximum result than the algorithm HEFT. 

Figure 7 describes the schedule length of the considered 

DAG gives overall execution time. Here the comparison is 

done among the algorithms SNLDD without Optimization 

Procedure,i.e., only SNLDD, with SPOP, HEFT, and CPOP. 

Among all the algorithms the execution time of the modified 

SNLDD gives the fastest evaluation time. 
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Figure 6: Speedup of the processors 

 
Figure 7: Schedule length with obtained by SPOP with 

SNLDD,SNLDD, CPOP, HEFT 

V. CONCLUSION 

Scheduling Algorithms,mostlyList based static algorithms 

are considered for HDCS. Based on the algorithms, 

SNLDD, HEFT, CPOP, and implementation of SNLDD 

with Superior Performance Optimization Procedure are 

studied. In this paper, the outcome performance of the 

developed SNLDD algorithm is correlated with current 

existing algorithmsmainlyfor HeDCSs. The comparative 

study between the proposed SNLDD algorithm with 

modified optimization procedure SPOP and HEFT with 

CPOP are evaluated based on the schedule length, speedup, 

efficiency of running programs and quality parameters with 

respect to memory in parallel computer systems has 

achieved a high speed up and fast execution time by 

SNLDD. 
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